We report interactions of low pressure Ar, H 2 , and Ar/H 2 mixture plasmas with a-C:H films. Surface evolution and erosion of a-C:H films were examined for ion energies up to 200 eV by rf biasing the substrates. Film surfaces were characterized using in situ ellipsometry, x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, and atomic force microscopy. Multilayer models for steady-state modified surface layers are constructed using ellipsometric data and compared with results of molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and transport of ions in matter (TRIM) calculations. We find that Ar plasma causes a modified layer at the surface that is depleted of H atoms. The depth and degree of this modification is strongly depending on Ar ion energies. This depletion saturates quickly during plasma exposure (<1 s) and persists during steady-state erosion. We find that the thickness and density of the H-depleted layer are in good agreement with MD and TRIM simulations. The degree of surface densification decreases when small amounts of H 2 are added to Ar plasmas. When more than 5% H 2 is added to the plasma, long term loss in surface density is observed, indicating rehydrogenation and saturation of H in the film. As the H 2 fraction increases, the near-surface atomic H increases and the ion composition bombarding the surface changes. This causes incorporation of H deeper into the a-C:H film. For a-C:H films exposed to pure H 2 plasmas, H is introduced into the near-surface region to a depth of up to $8 nm from the surface. As the rf bias is increased the ion energy transitions from solely chemical sputtering to one involving physical sputtering, causing the yield of C atoms from the surface to greatly increase. The increasing yield suppresses H incorporation/saturation and decreases the magnitude of the modified surface layer.
I. INTRODUCTION
Control of the surface properties of amorphous hydrocarbon (a-C:H) thin films is of interest for many applications: masking layers for semiconductor fabrication, 1 tribological coatings, 2,3 gas diffusion barriers, 4 and biological interface coatings. 5 Depending on the desired use, a-C:H film properties can range from polymeric (H-saturated) to graphitic (H-poor). The density and hardness of a-C:H films directly relates to hydrogen content and sp 2 /sp 3 hybridization. 6 Film properties can be selected during plasma deposition by changing the deposition gas chemistry, substrate temperature, and ion bombardment energy. 7 Modifying a-C:H films and surfaces for improving biocompatibility by plasma modification has been a topic of large interest. 8 For photoresist polymers, the surface composition changes due to plasmasurface interactions during etching. 9 Ar plasma interaction with polymer photoresist materials can cause the formation of a hard a-C:H surface layer. 10 This is due to preferential physical sputtering of lighter atoms over heavier atoms at the surface, leading to carbon enrichment and hydrogen depletion. The formation of a hard a-C:H surface layer over the polymer causes buckling and roughening due to compressive stresses between the layers, which degrades the pattern transfer fidelity. 10, 11 Studies aimed at predicting and controlling properties of hard a-C:H layers have focused primarily on ion energy and temperature related effects during the growth phase. 10 Ion/reactive atom effects on a-C:H surfaces have also been investigated. [12] [13] [14] Total erosion yields (Y total ðEÞ) of a-C:H with reactive H atoms and ions can be described by a combination of the ion energy dependent physical sputtering 
Physical sputtering is the effect of surface atoms being removed by ion-atom momentum transfer during direct interaction. For physical sputtering of atoms from a-C:H, momentum transfer between ions and target atoms must be greater than that corresponding to the sputtering threshold energy. The number of atoms removed from a surface (C PS , number of atoms per unit time and surface area) for physical sputtering of a two atom system (a-C:H) can be described as
where n H =n is the fraction of atoms at the surface that are H, n the areal density of atoms, Y C and Y H are the ion energy a)
Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail: oehrlein@umd.edu. and projectile type dependent physical sputter yields for the respective atoms, and C i is the flux of ions to the surface (number of ions per unit time and surface area). When Y H )Y C in hydrocarbons under ion bombardment, the surface will become hydrogen-deficient. 15 The erosion rate (thickness removed per unit time) of a film by physical sputtering, ER PS , is then
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where t C and t H are the volumes occupied per sputtered C and H atoms, respectively. Below the sputtering threshold energy, no physical sputtering is observed. As ions break C-C and C-H bonds below the physical sputtering threshold energy in the outermost surface layers, plasma reactivity can contribute to additional erosion effects, i.e., chemical sputtering. The subject of chemical sputtering of C by H has been thoroughly reviewed by Jacob and Roth. 16 Free H atoms from an H 2 plasma, for example, quickly passivate broken bonds and form H 2 and volatile hydrocarbons (C x H y ). These volatile species diffuse to the surface and are desorbed into the gas phase. Expanded from Eq. (2) for individual fluxes from the surface, the sputter rate C total of atoms and molecules of C and H by physical and chemical sputtering is represented by
where C C x H y is the sputtering of higher molecular weight compounds enabled through chemical sputtering. At low ion energies and reactive gas chemistries, the conditions dominated by chemical sputtering, C x H y is the dominant product. At high ion energies and/or noble gas ion bombardment, C C and C H are much higher than C C x H y . The total erosion rate, ER total , of films under physical and chemical sputtering conditions is given by
where t C x H y is the volume occupied by the volatile C x H y molecules and Y C x H y is the sputter yield of volatile C x H y molecules. Like physical sputtering of H atoms, the chemical sputtering process is dependent on the concentration of H atoms. Increasing levels of H atoms at the surface relative to C atoms, causes chemical sputtering to become a larger contributor to ER total . This can be done by creating a more H-saturated film, or by adding H atom bombardment of the surface concurrent to ion bombardment. The pathways and kinetics of the chemical sputtering effect by ion bombardment and reactive H atoms on a-C:H have been explored at various temperatures and ion energies. [12] [13] [14] 17, 18 For instance, Hopf et al. 18 formulated a model for the sputter yields of C from hydrocarbon surfaces giving the total yield as
where a is a constant factor, y bb ðx; EÞ is the depth dependent bond-breaking events caused by the ion, nðx; EÞ is the ion range distribution into the surface, and the exponential term is the probability of bond passivation, at depth x, where k is the typical range of atomic H. Inserting relevant values for bond strength and other material-dependent quantities, they found that the chemical sputtering probability of H ions on graphite, below the threshold of physical sputtering, increased rapidly with ion energy. These modeled values agreed with established data for chemical sputtering of a-C:H under H þ ion bombardment. 18 It also established a model for the maximum escape depth at room temperature of volatile hydrocarbons from hydrocarbon surfaces, relevant to this work.
While chemical sputtering yields of a-C:H have been investigated experimentally using beam systems of H atoms and heavier ions (N þ , He þ , Ar þ ), limited data is available on the surface effects that arise during direct erosion in H 2 plasmas. 14, 19 Previous studies by von Keudell et al. 20 investigated H 2 plasma erosion of a-C:H films. They found that for hard a-C:H being exposed to H 2 plasmas, a soft, hydrogenated surface layer was formed. Using real-time ellipsometry, they found that when the sample was biased to 90 V the hydrogenated layer was depleted due to compensation by ion bombardment. 20 They also found that for H 2 plasma erosion of soft a-C:H, an H-depleted surface layer is formed with a thickness that is dependent on the ion energy. 21 These studies used low pressures (<2 Pa) and explored limited ion energies for hard a-C:H. More so, little work has been done on the surface changes of a-C:H films when exposed to plasmas containing reactive and noble gas mixtures.
The surface changes of materials exposed to complex plasma chemistries is relevant to many current topics of interest in physics. Deuterium/tritium (D/T) mixtures used in fusion reactors cause surface changes to materials that are radically different than surface changes from H 2 plasmas due to differences in mass and cross section. Changing the mass of one of the surface bombarding species in a plasma cause very different surface effects to a material. a-C:H is a good model material for hydrocarbon systems because of its wide range of tunable properties. 7 In the present work, we studied the interaction of Ar, H 2 , and Ar/H 2 plasmas with a-C:H films. We report models for the surface modification and erosion of a-C:H films when exposed to Ar, H 2 , and Ar/H 2 plasmas at various ion energies and plasma densities.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND METHODS
Deposition and erosion of a-C:H films were carried out using an inductively coupled plasma reactor that has been described in previous publications. 22 Briefly, a 13.56 MHz rf power supply with an L-type matching network powers a planar coil above a quartz window. A substrate electrode was independently biased at 3.7 MHz to control ion energies. The distance between the substrate electrode and the quartz window is 8 cm. Si substrates (2.5 cm Â 2.5 cm) were thermally attached to the cooled bottom electrode (10 C) . A base pressure of 5 Â 10 À6 Torr was achieved before deposition of a-C:H films. CH 4 plasma was used for deposition of $80 nm thick a-C:H films with 20 sccm (cubic centimeter per minute at standard temperature and pressure) flow rate, 300 W source power, and the substrate bias potential set to À200 V. Film properties were extracted from optical modeling of ellipsometric data. Initial film surface sp 2 :sp 3 ratios were characterized by vacuum transferring deposited a-C:H films to a VG ESCA Mk II x-ray photoelectron spectrometer (XPS) equipped with a non-monochromatized Mg Ka x-ray source (1253.6 eV). sp 2 :sp 3 ratios were found by deconvolving the C 1 s peak at 285 eV, and has been established by previous work. 23 Initial a-C:H film properties were found to be $33% H and $22% sp 3 Atomic force microscopy (MFP-3 D, Asylum Research Inc., Santa Barbara, CA, USA) measurements were performed on films in tapping mode (after deposition of a-C:H and after erosion at several conditions) to ensure film topography did not influence optical measurements. Films were found to be smooth after both deposition and erosion in H 2 and Ar plasmas (root mean square roughness <1 nm). The initial film C:H ratio was fit using an established relationship of the complex index of refraction to the density and H content of a-C:H. 7 Ellipsometry, coupled with ion current density measurements, also allowed determination erosion rates and yields of C atoms from the surface.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Ar plasma on a-C:H With direct Ar ion bombardment of a-C:H, physical sputtering of surface atoms is the dominant effect. Heavy Ar atoms sputter light C and H atoms from the surface and cause bond-breaking and displacement of the atoms near the surface. As physical sputtering is related to the relative yields for surface atoms, a relative H:C concentration change can be expected. The relative yield of the H and C atoms is dependent on their differences in mass and bond strength. During the transient region of time between the initial bombardment and steady-state erosion, the ratio of C:H atoms rapidly changes. The formation of an H-depleted layer can be seen as the sputtering of a binary alloy system, with two atoms of different sputter yields (Eq. (2)). Calculating concentration change in the modified layer can be carried out by balancing the C and H atomic flux from the surface. In the steady-state erosion regime, where the film thickness is being uniformly eroded, the relative sputter rates (C C;SS and C H;SS ) should reflect the initial film concentration, independent of ion energies.
The loss of H in excess of the concentration ratio in Eq. (7) during the transient regime should correspond to an H deficiency in the surface layer. The formation of the H-depleted layer in the transient time regime causes an increase in the density of the film near-surface layers. Additional increases to surface density can be expected through atomic peening, which causes the C atoms to have smaller interatomic spacing. 27 This change in density can be characterized in realtime using ellipsometry. Ellipsometric measurements of the film were taken during erosion of a-C:H with Ar plasma and Ar þ ion energies up to 200 eV. For Ar, the applied rf bias plus plasma potential (7-10 V) gives the maximum ion energy. A map containing the erosion data and simulated film thicknesses of H depletion is shown in Fig. 1 . From the erosion data, we see a rapid decrease in angles of w, followed by an increase in angles of D. In this regime, these changes signify an increase in optical density followed by erosion. We recently reported on the sensitivity in this region of w-D space to changes in an a-C:H film's optical density. 28 From the MD simulations (Sec. III B), we predict there to be a hard, H-depleted layer close to the surface. Using MD to estimate the thickness of Ar þ ion modification on a polymeric material was previously confirmed using XPS deconvolution of valence band spectra and C 1 s peak structure degradation post plasma treatment. 10 For 200 eV ions, we predict the layer to be $11% H and $2 nm thick in steady state. Hopf et al. 29 reported a relationship for the complex index of refraction to a-C:H H concentration and bulk density. Using this information we find that the unmodified a-C:H has $33% H and a complex index of refraction n-ik of 2.1 À 0.06i and bulk density of 1.9 g cm
À3
. An a-C:H film
is simulated in thickness increments of 1 nm above the unmodified a-C:H. Using the ellipsometric data and the optical indexes of the deposited film and a harder a-C:H (at 11% H), we can construct a map for the erosion trajectory (Fig. 1) . We observe that the final steady state thickness of between 1.6 -1.7 nm (when the erosion data moves parallel to the deposition curve) is slightly lower than the predicted thickness of $2 nm. This map can be visualized as a multilayer's thickness versus ion fluence. The Ar plasma erosion of a-C:H's total film thickness versus ion fluence is shown in Fig. 2 . Looking at the film in this format shows us how fast this modification saturates into steady-state erosion. Within 1 s of Ar plasma erosion (Ar ion fluence of 1.5 Â 10 17 ions cm À2 s
À1
), the total film thickness versus time (erosion rate) is linear and the modified layer is formed. This erosion rate remains constant until the film is eroded back to the silicon substrate.
B. MD simulations of Ar 1 on a-C:H MD simulations, to examine bombardment of a model a-C:H cell by Ar þ ions, were performed using a TersoffBrenner style reactive empirical bond order potential to describe C-H interactions 30 and a Molière potential 31 to describe the interaction between Ar and other species. Newton's equations of motion are integrated numerically with the velocity Verlet algorithm using a time step of 0.1 fs. The Berendsen thermostat was used to control the system temperature. The simulated a-C:H cell was prepared by the following method: first, 30% of the C atoms in a initially diamond carbon cell (2.8 nm Â 2.8 nm Â 5.6 nm) were randomly replaced by hydrogen atoms, the cell was then heated and equilibrated at 6000 K. After subsequent cooling to 300 K, the surface was relaxed for 30 ps. The total simulation time for one impact is 1 ps. The dimensions of the obtained a-C:H cell were approximately 3 nm Â 3 nm and 7.2 nm deep, with 8119 atoms in the initial film and an average density of 2.1 g cm
À3
. The bottom layer of the cell was kept rigid to avoid transition in space. All atoms in the cell, except those in the rigid layer, were subject to the Berendsen thermostat. 9 Periodic boundary conditions were applied in the lateral (x-y) planes of the cell. The initial a-C:H cell properties such as sp 3 fraction and H content have been calculated. The sp 3 fraction in the cell is calculated from the number of four-fold coordinated C atoms over the total number of two-, three-, four-fold coordinated C atoms in the cell. 32 We found that the initial a-C:H cell's properties (20% sp, 3 28% H) were close to those obtained experimentally ($22% sp, 3 $33% H). Between each ion impact, the cell was allowed to cool to 300 K before the next ion impact. It is assumed that nothing happens in the cell between ion impacts except the desorption of weakly bound species and cooling. One implication of this assumption is that time between impacts is not included in the simulation procedure. The total simulation time associated with the series of ion impacts (to be compared to experiment) is therefore defined by the number of ion impacts per unit area, or fluence (ions cm À2 ). 33 MD simulations of ion impacts are useful for determining concentration and density changes to a-C:H surfaces from a pure non-reactive ion bombardment case. An MD simulation of Ar þ ions impinging on an a-C:H surface for different ion energies was investigated. A side view of the model unit cell surface upon bombardment with Ar þ ions of 200 eV impact energy is shown in Fig. 3 . Initially (Fig. 3(a) ), the surface and bulk of the cell have a hydrogen concentration of $28%. After 3000 impacts (Fig. 3(b) ), it was observed that the system is in a steady-state of erosion. Inititial ion bombardment to steady state erosion is observed in Fig. 4 as a function of the ion fluence. As shown in Fig. 4 near-surface region was calculated as a function of the z coordinate (normal to the surface). The "zero" value of the z coordinate corresponds to the bottom position of the selected near-surface region shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) . The average value of the hydrogen-carbon ratio for each z coordinate was obtained from the volume enclosed between two planes with z 6 2.5 Å coordinates. The depletion depth is then defined by the region that the H:C ratio is lower than the original value. The near-surface region showed an increase in density and a change in chemical makeup after ion impacts. The H concentration went from $28% to $11% for 200 eV Ar þ ions. This was quantified by measuring the counting the H:C ratio in the densified layer. The thickness of the densified layer was found to be $2 nm. For 50 and 100 eV Ar þ ions, the H content dropped to $19% and $14%, respectively. The H-depleted layer thickness also decreased to $0.5 nm and $1.0 nm, respectively. This MD simulated Ar modified and H-depleted layer has previously been reported for the polymer polystyrene using a similar simulation method. 9 A similar degree of H depletion was seen for 100 eV Ar þ on polystyrene as for the present case of 200 eV Ar þ on a-C:H. The H depletion magnitude and depth for the present study as well as the case for polystyrene noted above are both in good agreement with experimental values found in ellipsometric data and analysis. 34 With increasing ion energies, an increase in modification thickness and a decrease in the H:C ratio of the layer was found with MD simulations. By comparing this for all the erosion cases, we can evaluate the MD model. Figure 5 shows the comparison of a-C:H modified layer thicknesses found by ellipsometric monitoring of erosions, for thicknesses found by MD simulations, and TRIM calculated average penetration depths. TRIM calculations were performed using the SRIM program and a-C:H properties similar to those of the experimental film (density, H:C ratio, etc.). 35 The comparison confirms that the MD model is tracking the ellipsometric results well. The MD predicted modified layer thickness as a function of ion energy is in agreement with the estimates from ellipsometry. These values are also in agreement with TRIM-calculated average ion penetration depths. In the ion energy range investigated, the predicted depth of modification is dependent on the ion energy and inversely dependent on the density of the a-C:H material. As the ion energy increases, the average penetration depth increases. If the starting density of the a-C:H is lower, the initial depth of modification will also be higher.
We note that the near-surface changes in composition and density differ significantly from the as-deposited film to the steady state condition. The near-surface region becomes denser and the penetration depth decreases with ion fluence, until a steady state is reached. Ellipsometry is ideally suited for precise in situ detection of this near-surface evolution.
C. H 2 plasma on a-C:H When a-C:H surfaces (of the density and composition used in this study) interact with H atoms and/or hydrogen ions, a soft, polymeric layer is formed at the surface. 12 This effect of hydrogenation is of importance for fuel retention in graphite elements facing fusion plasmas of D/T mixtures. Hydrogen is seen to penetrate, even at low substrate temperature and low ion energies, to depths greater than a nm. In Fig. 6 , data for the erosion of a-C:H by H 2 plasma is shown. Ellipsometrically (in terms of the angle of w), the modification seen is the opposite of the Ar plasma surface densification. w and D are seen to increase and achieve steady-state erosion parallel to the deposition curve after $10 s (H 2 plasma ion flux of 2.0 Â 10 17 ions cm À2 s À1 ). Superimposed on the plot is the trajectory for the unmodified a-C:H, lines for thicknesses of unmodified a-C:H ($33% H, q ¼ $1.9 g cm À3 , n-ik ¼ 2.1-0.06i) in 5 nm increments, and lines for thicknesses of H-saturated a-C:H ($50% H, q ¼ $1 g cm À3 , n-ik ¼ 1.55-0.001i) in 2 nm increments. As compared to Ar plasma on a-C:H, the formation time to achieve steady state is much longer (10 18 ions for H 2 plasma at 100 V rf bias versus 10 17 ions for Ar plasma at 200 V rf bias). A study of the map shows that as the H-saturated layer forms, the a-C:H film swells to larger than its initial thickness. This is reflected in terms of thickness versus fluence in Fig. 7 . The total film thickness is seen to swell in the initial 10 18 ions before being etched. It is also seen that after the modified layer is formed, the erosion proceeds in a steady-state. At all low substrate bias potentials (À100 V and below) the total thickness swells before material is removed.
The depth of modification obtained from ellipsometry data simulations of H 2 plasma modification of a-C:H appears to be high. Previous studies of H atom diffusion and H ions on a-C:H predict (for these energy ranges) that the modification depth should be of the order of $2 nm. 20 From TRIM simulations, we expect the ion modified layer to scale with ion energy. From the data, the highest degree of modification is seen for the lowest ion energies (Fig. 8) . This behavior may be related to the sputtering regime change that occurs within these bias voltages. Equation (1) describes the total erosion yield to be related to the sum of the chemical and physical sputtering. At low hydrogen ion energies (<100 eV), chemical sputtering is the dominant erosion mechanism of a-C:H. Physical sputtering by H þ ions begins at a threshold of $35 eV. 16 When H þ ion energy is greater than 100 eV, physical sputtering of a-C:H by the ions becomes the dominant erosion mechanism. As bias voltage is increased, E i increases. To understand how the degree of modification and C yield are related, it is important to consider the ion characteristics of this discharge. In H 2 plasma, with our chamber geometry and operating powers, the plasma ion type distribution changes greatly with pressure. Gudmundsson showed in a similar ICP plasma chamber with similar H 2 plasma parameters, the ions are mostly a mixture of H þ 2 and H þ 3 . 24 At our operating pressure and density, we can expect a near 1:1 ratio of H . This is in contrast to previous work exploring H 2 plasmas on a-C:H where low pressures 0.4 to 1.5 Pa) were used and there may have been a higher contribution from H þ . von Keudell et al. 20 showed that when a 90 V bias was applied to the surface, the hydrogenation effect was diminished. In their work the effective ion energy deposition could be higher than seen in this study because of a higher degree of H þ in their work. At high bombardment energies (greater than 1000 eV), molecular H þ 2 ion interactions with solids can behave approximately as individual atomic ions with each ion having half the energy due to surface-induced dissociation and TRIM simulations can be used to predict penetration and modification of ions to a-C:H. 36 As energies decrease, this approximation could break down. In this study, we utilize ion energies up to 200 eV. Low energy molecular ions of isotopes of hydrogen, deuterium and tritium, impinging on a-C:H surfaces have been investigated using MD simulations. 37, 38 Krstic et al. 37 showed that, because of charge neutralization by electron capture, dissociation is highly probable for impinging H þ 3 as they have no stable relaxed state, even with minimal rovibrational energy. Some experimental work exists on how low energy H 39 Zhang et al. find a similar increase in molecular ion yields over atomic ion yields using low energy D ion beams on graphite. 40 In our plasma, with H þ 2 and H þ 3 being the predicted predominant ions in near-equal quantities, we can estimate the average ion energy per AMU by dividing by the bias potential shown on the x-axis of Fig. 8 . For understanding how the energy deposition and effective energies per impinging atom effect the yield and degree of modification, we assume that all molecular ions impacting the surface of a-C:H behave as individual atomic ions with an equal atomic fraction of the substrate bias voltage as the energy. 16 Applied substrate bias potential could be roughly divided by the average number of atoms per ion and used to calculate the energy per bombarding H atom. A clear change can be seen between 75 and 100 V ($30-40 eV if divided by 2.5 AMU as the average ion mass), where we expect to first observe some physical sputtering ($35 eV) of the C atoms. Unlike previous beam studies 18, 39 where no increase in the C atom yield is seen experimentally at these low ion energies, we observe a sharp increase in the C atom yield. With an unknown quantity of H þ in the plasma, this increase seen in yield could also be due to higher energy ions impacting the surface. We also see the impact of this increase in yield on the degree of modification of the material. After this critical energy, the degree of modification drops off rapidly. As the hydrogen chemical modification of upper a-C:H layer is a slower process (diffusion by atoms/dissociated neutrals deeper into the film), the increased sputter yield quickly outstrips its formation.
D. Ar/H 2 plasma on a-C:H
Our investigation shows that Ar and H 2 plasma exposed a-C:H have opposite surface effects. Ar plasma causes surface densification and hydrogen depletion, while H 2 plasma causes surface hydrogenation and the formation of soft, low density a-C:H layers. Ar/H 2 plasma mixtures have properties that change with Ar and H 2 concentrations. When adding small amounts of H 2 to Ar plasma, free H atom concentration near the surface increases. Also, as % H 2 increases the ion type transitions from Ar þ and ArH
, and H þ 3 . After $10% H 2 addition, the predominant ions are H þ 3 and Ar þ . 25 As H 2 flows increase above this point, H þ 3 becomes greater while amount of Ar þ is diminished. In Ar/H 2 mixtures, the plasma density is seen to changeover a wide range for different chemical compositions. Figure 9 shows the erosion rate and plasma density versus flow of H 2 in Ar. At 4 Pa Gudmundsson 24 showed with a plasma mixture of 30% Ar a plasma density of 4.9 Â 10 16 m À3 while our experiments shows a plasma density of similar order at 3.0 Â 10 16 m
À3
. The plasma density is seen to decrease (due to energy lost to H 2 molecular states) rapidly with increasing H 2 flows. While the plasma properties are known to change greatly with different Ar/H 2 stoichiometries, the effect of Ar/H 2 plasma mixtures on a-C:H surface modification and erosion rates has not been previously investigated. The addition of H atoms to a-C:H surfaces being bombarded with heavier ions has been previously shown to increase the erosion yield. 19 Because of the availability of chemically reactive atoms and a mixture of heavy and light ions, we can expect to observe changes to the erosion rate and chemical changes to the surface.
For H 2 addition up to 10%, an increase in the erosion rate is seen (Fig. 9) . This highlights the increase in erosion yields caused by chemical sputtering, and is due to the increasing availability of reactive H at the surface. From Eq. (5) and the discussion above, we would expect to see an increase in chemical sputtering, along with H incorporation beyond H repopulation, if reactive H atom fluxes are higher than the H atom depletion rates through physical and chemical sputtering. Because the exact ion composition is unknown, accurate sputter yields could not be determined. Above 10% H 2 , the erosion rates are seen to decrease. At higher flows of H 2 in Ar, the erosion rate of the surface may become limited due to insufficient Ar ion bombardment relative to reactive H species. At conditions of pure H 2 , the erosion rate is still significantly higher than for pure Ar, while the plasma density has dropped by almost two orders of magnitude.
For erosion with pure Ar plasma in Sec. III A, we found H depletion of the surface. For erosion with pure H 2 plasma in Sec. III C, we found H saturation of the surface. The modification of the a-C:H surface varied with plasma Ar:H 2 composition. In Fig. 10 , the change in the a-C:H surface areal density of H and C atoms versus the flow percentage of H 2 in Ar is shown. The modified layer thicknesses were found using index of refraction values described in Secs. III A and III C for H depletion and H saturation, respectively. The changes in the C and H atom areal densities were found using Schwarz-Selinger et al.'s 7 relationship for a-C:H film % H and density. Using the relationship for density and % H of the modified layers, along with knowledge of the steady-state thickness of modification the C and H atomic density changes were estimated. With small amounts of H 2 addition (2.5% total flow) to Ar plasma, the H depletion caused by Ar ion bombardment is diminished. Through ellipsometric modeling, this is seen as a loss of more than half the modification depth. While optically this can be shown with our two layer model, more realistically the modification depth by the Ar ions should remain constant, independent of %H 2 in the plasma. The difference with increasing % H 2 flow is in the near-surface diffusion of H passifying the broken bonds, the increasing number of H x ions interacting with the surface, and a diminishing amount of Ar þ ions. One possible explanation is that this film surface could resemble a two layer gradient structure. Near the surface, the film is saturated with H, while deeper into the film, the H:C ratio is lower than the deposited a-C:H. In Fig. 10 , the change in H:C ratio in steady-state illustrates the net chemical effects. At 5% H 2 flow added, there is initial surface H depletion, followed by slight long term hydrogenation. This may be that the initial Ar ions are able to cause many bond-breaking events near the surface, leading to densification until H atoms diffuse in and passify the broken bonds. In steady state erosion, the reactive H atoms are able to create a net loss in surface density. Above 5%, there is hydrogenation to increasing degrees, without an initial densification period.
This large repopulation/hydrogenation to a hydrocarbon surface due to small H 2 additions to Ar plasmas has not been previously reported. In a recent simulation by Maya et al. 41 150 eV Ar bombarded a-C:H, followed by bombardment by low-energy, reactive atomic H atoms. This simulation showed repopulation of Ar cleaved C-C bonds by H. This simulation used a highly physical sputtering condition (45 incident angle), so the penetration depths are much shallower than we would expect for our current experiments. With a significant amount of H þ x and reactive neutrals concurrently bombarding the surface, a high concentration of H could be significantly deeper. In future work, we will explore how this competition of effects can translate to polymeric systems. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, the surface modification of a-C:H films with various Ar/H 2 plasma compositions and ion energies has been studied. In agreement with MD simulations, in situ ellipsometry of Ar plasma on a-C:H shows a large increase in surface density due to selective sputtering of H atoms over C atoms. This depletion leads to the formation of a steadystate, H-poor a-C:H modified surface region. This surface densification increased in thickness and H loss when ion energies were increased. In contrast, H 2 plasmas interacting with a-C:H show a large loss of surface density due to H incorporation and diffusion during erosion. The degree of H incorporation was found to decrease with larger ion energies due to large increases in erosion rate by physical sputtering. During erosion with combined Ar/H 2 flow in plasmas, the effect on the a-C:H surface varied widely. This allows for control of film chemistry and density during erosion by a simple change in chemistry and ion energy. With less than 5% H 2 addition, film surfaces are H-depleted. Above 10% H 2 addition the surfaces show a net loss in density in steadystate. With H 2 addition approaching 100%, the film surface becomes increasingly H-saturated. Characterizing the surface modification of a-C:H using different plasma chemistries with competing chemical effects can help to improve understanding of fundamental plasma-material interactions and process design for device manufacture.
